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ABSTRACT 
 
 
3D facial landmarks are crucial as a first step for various applications like alignment 
and registration which implies that successful localization can lead to better 
outcomes for further approaches. Even though the problem of landmarks 
localization has been examined in depth for the case of 2D images, the amount of 
work that has been done for the 3D case is significantly smaller and it can be said 
that is negligible for the 4D case (3D plus time). In this thesis, a literature review 
for the current approaches for 3D a localization of facial landmarks is carried out. 
Finally, experiments of a new method show validity and improvement in certain 
landmarks. 
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I. Introduction 
It is well-known that 3D facial landmarks are vital for numerous applications 
like alignment and registration which indicates that effective localization can have 
an advantage to better outcomes for the other methods. Nevertheless, the issue of 
landmarks localization has been analyzed in depth for the case of 2D images, the 
amount of work that has been done for the 3D case is considerably smaller and it 
can be stated that is insignificant for the 4D case (3D plus time).  
In spite of the mutual methods that exploit information from 2D images and 
video, there is a crucial alternative, the face analysis from 3D scanned data. Three-
dimensional data cannot be influenced equivalently of long-standing tasks of 
illumination and pose variance. Due to the fact that face recognition become a sector 
of huge importance, the accuracy of common 2D data systems has been enhanced 
by the existing shape data into structure of three-dimensional surfaces.  
The majority of recognition methods use facial landmarking. For instance, 
the use of key landmark points benefits canonical face models to be fitted on the 
data. Then, statistical processes are required for a comprehensive initial marking 
method and face segmentation is needed in order to express analysis that is 
supported by the use of landmark positions. Despite being the standard procedure 
for many automatic 3D face systems, facial landmarking at present is completed 
manually or semi-automatically. However, manual landmarking is a tedious job and 
is susceptible to inaccuracies as well.  
In the current bibliography, there are some ways to investigate our purpose. 
One way is the use of geometric characteristics and one other the use of a texture 
method as well. However, in our research we will try to find a new system without 
the aforementioned characteristics. We will use the existing faces from the database 
of Facesoft company and we will convert the faces from 2D to 3D (rendering) by 
finding a matrix. Rendering is the procedure intricated in the creation of a 2D or 3D 
picture by a pattern with the assistance of appliance platforms (commonly applied 
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in architectural drawings, animated films, as well as simulators). These procedures 
and attributes that applied differ from strategy to strategy. Moreover, rendering 
benefits rise effectiveness as well as decrease cost for forming.  
 It has been past more than two decades since three-dimensional Morphable 
Face Models were originally introduced in “Cunningham (1999)”. Morphable 
models have been recommended as an ordinary facial statement as well as a moral 
method in analyzing images. According to “Blanz and Vetter (1999)”, they 
established and confronted a lot of affiliate challenges. As a result, their outcomes 
were judged pioneering. Nevertheless, this method does not only play an important 
historical role. Recently, 3DMM have been experienced again in deep learning 
methods and are included in plenty explanations in imaging analysis.   
  Three-dimensional Morphable Face Models can be used reproductively for 
facial formation while appearance focusing into 2 crucial concepts. To begin with, 
every edge of the face is in high correspondence. This correspondence generally 
formed at the initial steps of the process and afterwards retained during the course 
of any additional managing step. Due to this matching, linear patterns of faces could 
be specified significantly. They can generate morphological pragmatic expressions 
which are called morphs. The other concept requires splitting the form and the 
shade of the face. In this way, the above-mentioned features can be unraveled from 
exterior aspects like illumination. A statistical pattern of the distribution of faces 
might be included in the Morphable Model. The authors Blanz and Vetter used a 
principal component analysis (PCA) initially while in following effort they made 
use of additional methods.  
 The original investigation question mark following the concept of 3DMM 
was in what way a visual scheme, biological or artificial, is able to handle the high 
range of views that a specific class of objects know how to produce, and by what 
means objects are characterized to disentangle vision duties. The most important 
hypothesis in morphable model progress was earlier experience regarding object 
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classes performs a crucial position in imaging. It facilitates in explanation of 
different ill-posed issues. A crucial role of three-dimensional Morphable Models is 
to obtain such preceding information, and to find out spontaneously from a set of 
cases. The virtualization is universal, so it might be used to various objects and 
duties. For many years, facial virtualization as well as facial assignment recognition 
were on the centered of image investigation. The methodology in Eigenfaces of 
“Sirovich and Kirby (1987)” as well as of “Turk and Pentland (1991)” performed an 
essential and very significant example in this area. In their investigation, authors 
discovered an obvious face illustration from models and worked completely on 
grey-levels in the picture field. Faces’ images were handled by Eigenfaces as a vector 
space which after that carried out a PCA where eigenvectors indicating the major 
methods of fluctuation. Eigenface’s main disadvantage referred to the limitation to 
a permanent pose and illumination, but the absence of effectiveness of shape’s 
differences representation, as well. As soon as the factors in linear patterns of 
eigenvectors are altered constantly, forms can become colorless, instead of shift 
alongside the image plane. Consequently, the model is not able to obtain a unique 
factor, as an example, space in the middle of the eyes. “Atick et al. (1996)” expanded 
the method of eigenfaces into three-dimensional facial surfaces. They produced 
facial shadowing fluctuations, even by having an equal restriction. 
Numerous investigation parties advanced by inserting an Eigen 
decomposition of 2D shape variations among different faces. This method offered 
equally an exact shape model. Following the distortion of images, a lined up 
Eigenface pattern is produced with no haziness findings. Though in earliest 
methodology, pictures were just lined up by a unique spot, for example the edge of 
the nose, novel procedures launched matching considerably extra spots. “Craw and 
Cameron (1991)” presented an examination of images of facial landmark distortion. 
In another investigation, “Cootes et al. (1995)” suggested the first statistical shape 
model in Active Shape Models by using nearly 200 landmarks. However, in one 
other study, “Cootes et al. (1998)” used not only shape models but Active 
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Appearance Models as well so authors recommended a mixture of form and features 
that proved to be effective. “Hallinan et al. (1999)” in accordance with “Jones and 
Poggio (1998)” processed complex pixel-wise picture matches along with optic-flow 
techniques in order to develop the form of face alterations. Regarding the 
aforementioned matching methods, pictures are skewed to an ordinary pattern. The 
alteration of the form  is afterwards completed in an identical manner like initial 
one Eigenfaces, considering normalization of form illustrations. In contrast, the 
form pattern offers a robust and dense illustration of divergences in the form by 
altering pixels in the shape level. Nevertheless, in contrast to humble linear 
projection, study of picture assignment can be converted to a further interesting 
nonlinear pattern matching issue. Those two-dimensional patterns had great 
effectiveness in catching the form adjustment for a determined gesture, as well as, a 
perspective of  bright illumination. This context expanded further to deviations of 
gesture from “Vetter and Poggio (1997)”.  In a similar way, “Jones and Poggio (1998)” 
expanded further to various classes for items including illustrations of vehicles. The 
outcome of such a foundation is that when splitting the form as well as the texture, 
pictures are able to pattern facial modification. On the antipode, the cost value for 
taking pose and illumination fluctuations into consideration was huge. After all, it 
would necessitate several distinct patterns, individually restricted to a minor variety 
of gestures. On the other hand, improvement of three-dimensional Graphics taking 
place at the decade of 90s showed effortless fluctuations of gesture in modeling, 
involving shading. Adjusting techniques from illustrations to facial patterning and 
computer vision managed to a novel visualization of face in morphable models, 
consequently, the concept of utilizing “analysis-by synthesis” assigned amongst 3D 
and 2D area. These important positions introduced by Blanz and Vetter in 1999.   
Three-dimensional Morphable Models as well as two-dimensional 
Morphable Models depend on concentrated matching, instead of just a class of 
characteristic spots in face. Initially, a visual stream process for picture entry created 
the aforementioned dependency. Procedure of picture formation applied one basic 
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rendering template including an outlook viewing, illumination of the surroundings, 
as well as Phong pattern of texture reflection containing one specular factor. 
Nevertheless, in analysis-by-synthesis, this method occurs at a computing cost due 
to the ambiguities that result to a rigorously ill-posed optimization issue because of 
shape-camera as proposed by “Smith [2016]” and illumination-albedo “[Egger 
2017]”. Furthermore, the process of optimization contains significant cost, 
consequently, may be led to undesirable regional targets. Additionally, there is an 
enormous complexity to match an Active Appearance Model to a two-dimensional 
picture, against the effortless viewing required for Eigenfaces. Difficulty of 3D 
Morphable Model’ s matching creates further obstacles which have continued to be 
exciting to researchers after 20 years of progress. 
Taking the finest of both cases, two-dimensional as well as three-
dimensional, after utilizing three -dimensional patterns to control current pictures 
and utilizing two-dimensional techniques to 3D textures. In contrast with 
techniques that focus on meshes, initially, 3D Morphable Model applied as visual 
stream, multi-analyze methods as well as insertion patterns of facial 
parameterization of textures. Plenty of methods that used in 2D, such as the original 
facial machine-scanner producing textures areas on a parametrized 2D cylinder, 
were substituted with their 3D equivalent. It is remarkable to notify that after a 
progress in the direction of three-dimensional, the domain of “computer vision” 
returned to two-dimensional statements by applying methods of “deep learning”, 
and currently grows over to three-dimensional, for instance, by embedding three-
dimensional Morphable Models. 
During the previous decades, three-dimensional Morphable Models have 
been employed further than facial cases. “Allen et al. (2003)” proposed patterns in 
order to be applied in peoples’ exterior physique, as well as to additional individual 
regions such as ears like “Dai et al. (2018)” mentioned or hands introduced by 
“Khamis et al. (2015)” or creatures proposed by “Zuffi et al. (2018)” or still vehicles 
as “Shelton (2000)”.  
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The period in which the three-dimensional Morphable Models were 
expanded is a result of methods and data which were hardly discovered through 
scientists, as well as foundations, and it was developed like one universal facial 
virtualization without targeting any particular mission. Nevertheless, the pattern is 
undoubtedly surpassed highly precise purposes like detection of faces, as a result 
pattern’s distinction is general among various assignments as well as applications. 
The crucial element in any three-dimensional Morphable model is one 
characteristic class of three-dimensional forms, normally combined with equivalent 
feature information. Most conventional approach in building one data lake is by 
obtaining actual globe data.  
 
Form Acquirement  
3D form obtains definitely one crucial factor in 3D Morphable Model. Form 
illustration is a subject with not extensively examination into three-dimensional 
Morphable Models’ framework. One major illustration applied frequently is 
indisputably the meshes that form triangle. “Atick et al. (1996) introduced 
occasional exclusions consist of cylindrical whereas in one other investigation 
“Dovgard and Basri (2004)” examined orthographic depth maps even though there 
is no significant permitting congruence by those visualizations. “ Aldrian and Smith 
(2012)” investigated a surface that is normal per-vertex, while “Saito et al. (2018)” 
concentrated in the volume of areas positioning whereas “ Park et al. (2019)” tested 
oriented distance functions. By applying illustrations where meshes form triangle, 
deep matching demands the entire sample to demonstrate similar topology while 
vertices must encode similar semiotic spot throughout the entire sample. Forming 
association among the samples is an interesting topic in itself. After that, it is 
important to emphasize that three-dimensional data should be acquired.  
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Geometric techniques 
 The three-dimensional coordinates of a form can be approximated straight 
by Geometric techniques. This outcome can be achieved by detecting similar 
external spot by at least two perspectives where main task requires to detect the 
matching spots among pictures. Otherwise it can be done by spotting a viewing 
model where basically assignment requires to detect the matching among 
recognized model and a picture of its viewing. Approaches are able to be thought as 
active, for instance by producing illumination or further indicators to landscape 
such as “Time-of-flight” probes, and passive such as “multi-viewpoint 
photogrammetry”. As active systems can be considered “Laser scanners” as well. 
However, “multi-viewpoint photogrammetry” might be thought both active and 
passive as well method. For this reason, it is characterized as hybrid. The above-
mentioned characterization depends on photogrammetry for structuredness 
rebuilding (passive), while “Zhang et al. (2004)” introduced the idea of enhancing 
the subject, including advantage characterized surface viewing restoration. 
Regardless shaped illumination, there is no concern regarding light’s source due to 
the fact that displayed surface requires merely intention for enhancing the applied 
surface area for multi-sight corresponding.  
In the beginning of three-dimensional Morphable Models, three-
dimensional forms were obtained, in satisfactory condition, merely by utilizing 
active procedures. Blanz and Vetter’s initial investigation depends on a study of  
“Levoy et al. (2000)” including scanning with lasers. In this study, several laser-
beams rasterize the facial area. Specific spot of facial texture is lighted by laser beams 
as well as there is a usage of recognized procedure with lasers where the spot in 
three-dimensional viewing could belong in a triangle. Acquirement time constitute 
one major obstacle for laser scanning because simply not many models are collected 
in a specific moment. Nonetheless, those systems necessitate the objects to lie 
motionless for quite a few moments (sec) when they are scanning in highly frame 
speed. During experiments performed by “Geng (2011)”, defined illumination 
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scanners overwhelmed the abovementioned constraint up to limited magnitude. 
That fact achieved after utilizing projectors which can provide enormous number 
of beams. At this specific moment, one major task constitutes the detection of the 
unique beam that lights the subject. That can be handled if we can configure the 
viewed illumination into a path which permits an obviously detection of rays’ 
source. A common method constituted by binary coding. During the procedure, 
black-and-white patterns are showed where every pixel is produced by using binary 
coding. Necessary quantity of models is yet very considerable. For instance, in order 
to achieve VGA analysis, nineteen distinct models are required whereas if the 
desirable analysis is 4K then twenty-three models are required. Therefore, the 
aforementioned method is declared as more appropriate in catching stationary 
pieces. Regarding facial illumination, further complicated techniques are suggested, 
like “gray codes” as well as “fringe motifs”. Additionally, these patterns are able to 
decrease necessary quantity of frames to an extent degree, as well as to a unique 
frame in very rare occurrences. One other very well-known commercial device 
experimented by “Cao et al. (2014b)” applied for producing facial data. This defined 
illumination is utilized by a probe of the 1st edition of Kinect. This particular tool 
uses a defined model of dots that permits recreating a deep background through a 
unique frame giving up the analysis of spatiality. According to “Newcombe et al. 
(2011)”, the storage of various frames can enhance the quality of the picture. Due to 
increased imaging capabilities provided by conventional cameras, the category of 
passive structures is chosen in most cases, since they are easier to accumulate and 
operate photogrammetry software results, both commercial and open-source 
solutions like Agisoft or RealityCapture and Meshroom, respectively. They are able 
to deliver very promising findings on human faces. These systems characteristically 
don’t necessitate a collection of data through a time-period. Therefore, according to 
“Beeler et al. (2010)” these provide unique-shots acquirements. Additionally, 
“Beeler et al. (2011)”, “Bradley et al. (2010)” and “Furukawa and Ponce (2009)” 
underlined the capability of obtaining sufficient results in the frame of an object. 
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Probable drawback emerging from the above-mentioned case could be the type 
element, due to the fact that it is essential that a minimum division among various 
contributing parts is frequently described core characteristic. A different option is 
time-of-flight sensors which turn out to be more and more feasible due to the thrust 
of the mobile manufacturing. This functions when the components have a position 
near the others. The 2nd edition of Kinect probe has undoubtedly its place in the 
above-mentioned category and several probes of a deep background are carried 
through new cellphones. Common difficulty which “time-of-flight” probes 
experience along with many active structures can be paint data have to be obtained 
individually. This is not fundamentally associated to three-dimensional information 
that can be an additional benefit of passive systems. 
 
Photometric techniques 
Photometric techniques usually estimate the orientation of an area, in a 
process that three-dimensional form is recovered through integration. A main task 
in this case can be the selection of patterns able to precisely attract reflectance assets 
while acquiring adequate dimensions and reversion of the patterns can be posed in 
a good manner. Comparing geometric and photometric techniques, it is proved that 
photometric techniques are able to provide better details in form as long as they are 
independent of the existence solid characteristics. Thus, they can be valid to surfaces 
which are slick and without many characteristics. However, they are frequently 
experiencing low level of bias into remodeled spots produced from pattern 
inaccuracies in reflection and brightness.  
According to “Ackermann et al. (2015)”, photometric stereo assesses the area 
as ordinary one at every pixel in detecting a pose of a stable view through 3 various 
brightness circumstances at the minimum level. This situation is “spectrally 
multiplexed” according to “Hernández et al. (2007)” in a process of decreasing total 
necessary poses. “Georghiades (2003)” revealed that universal face priors can be 
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applied to determine the ensuing uncertainty, in case that illumination is 
uncalibrated, and there is a usage of a more appropriate shiny reflectance model. 
Naturally, the brighter an element is, the better results in its robustness and 
coverage can be achieved. These brightening conditions should be at least 4 
according to “Zafeiriou et al. (2013)” and 9 according to “Gotardo et al. (2015)”. The 
role of gradient in the illuminating procedure is important as long as a specific 
spotlight can affect the transmission of the light in an omnidirectional way. The 
interferences from tough light sources can be substituted by soft partial 
obstructions. This is the biggest benefit obtained from this procedure. Practically, 
the omnidirectional lightening can be achieved by a level of brightness, according 
to “Debevec et al. (2000)”. With regard to an early investigation from “Ma et al. 
(2007)”, 4 basic gradients are mainly used whereas many additional ones arise in 
continuation. In order to lessen the number of necessary requirements, 
modifications of temporal, spectral and polarization multiplexing have been 
suggested. 
  
Hybrid Techniques 
Hybrid techniques constitute a combination of geometric as well as 
photometric approaches. In details, these techniques decrease the low level of bias 
which usually appear in photometric processes. Consequently, hybrid techniques 
rise the details in an augmented level in comparison with geometric processes. In 
another investigation, “Nehab et al. (2005)” offer the procedure of combining the 
low level of spot data on the one hand and the augmented level of normal areas. 
This procedure constitutes the most effective one, including a unique outcome of a 
scarce system of equations characterized by linearity. This framework of three-
dimensional Morphable Models is applied in the theory of “Patel and Smith (2012)”. 
Several other mixtures of both geometric and photometric procedures were the 
subject of research such as “Zivanov et al. (2009)” who merge defined illumination 
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through “photometric stereo”. In one other investigation, “Ma et al. (2007)” bring 
together defined illumination through  basic gradient lighting. According to “Ghosh 
et al. (2011)”, authors merge multi-viewpoint stereo with basic gradient lighting. 
The Figure 1 below illustrates the result of a hybrid procedure where a combination 
of photometric normal regions and a multi-viewpoint stereo mesh is generated.  
1 
  
                                                          
1 Figure 1: (a) MVS geometry. Multi-viewpoint stereo (MVS) is utilized for rebuilding a thick mesh, 
(b) Hybrid geometry. A combination of region normals  and the MVS mesh for creating a mesh 
through fine region details, (c) Rendering. In combination, those are employed for generating a 
synthesis of extremely pragmatic facial depictions. 
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Appearance Capture  
Like the shape, appearance is needed as well for a lot of 3DMM assignments, 
like synthesizing pictures and inverse rendering. Dissimilar with shapes, which are 
nearly entirely signified as triangular meshes, appearance representation differs 
significantly. Theoretically, each vertex of the mesh might have a related 
appearance attribute but shapes, normally, are parameterized in two-dimensional 
area as well as the surface can be applicable to retain exterior attributes. Self-
occlusion leads in missing data in the occluded domains, particularly when just a 
specific viewpoint is accessible. In the investigation of “Booth et al. (2018b)” the 
usage of three-dimensional Morphable Models corresponds to pictures of wildness 
and the method of “Principal Component Pursuit” without any values to fulfill an 
undetected surface. The researchers develop a pattern of display precisely into 
tested surfaces. However, that is one simple-minded methodology and prohibits 
intrinsic facial display attributes from being removed by illumination. An individual 
outcome arising from this kind of difficulty can be the management of lighting 
circumstances. An example can be the usage of various causes of illumination so as 
to generate ambient illumination.  
Several methods have been introduced throughout the decades in a process 
of obtaining information of reflection suitable to parametric rendering and 
calculating region reflection like “Marschner et al. (1999)”. A polarized circular 
lighting interface allows widespread albedo being depicted into one particular 
snapshot as well as mirror like albedo displayed in 2 views [Ma et al. 2007], as 
illustrated in the figurer below. Although these methods have mainly applied active 
settings, newly, Gotardo et al. [2018] have shown capture under passive 
requirements.  
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(a) Diffuse albedo 
  2 
(b) Specular albedo 
 
 
Face part precise methods 
Several facial areas necessitate further aimed acquirement approaches as well 
as tools because there is no fitting in assumptions produced by the aforementioned 
methods.  For instance, Bérard et al. [2014] exploit a merge of some particular 
processes, involving “form-from-specularity”, so as to recreate every observable part 
in eyes’ area. One other difficult instance constitutes human teeth’s area which 
shows particularly tough appearance. In addition to teeth, hair defies the ordinary 
hypothesis that the remodeled structure can be a silky uninterrupted region 
whereas necessitates dedicated methodologies which approximate fibers of the 
hair’s area, according to “Beeler et al. (2012)” or even encrypt hair like a region ( as 
                                                          
2 A photometric illumination phase “[Ma et al. 2007]” can be applied in obtaining widespread and 
specular albedo charts.  
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mentioned by “Echevarria et al. 2014”) into manufacturing. Although nearly all 
fiber acquirement aims into stationary recreation, many researchers catch fibers in 
movement as tested by  “Xu et al. (2014)”. Particularly tough task is the acquisition 
of partially or entirely unknown attributes, like tongue’s area as imposed by “Hewer 
et al. (2018)”, skull’s area according to “Achenbach et al. (2018)”, “Beeler and 
Bradley (2014)”, or jaws’ area as introduced by “Zoss et al. (2019, 2018)”. For these 
occasions, expert imaging methods are needed, like Computer Tomography. Finally, 
skin’s region necessitates as well dedicated remedy in some domains, for instance 
lips’ area as imposed by “Garrido et al. (2016b)” or eyelids’ area according to 
“Bermano et al. (2015)”. 
 
Dynamic capture 
Generally, three-dimensional Morphable Models are mainly involved in 
stationary forms, either in some neutral forms by distinct persons or along including 
some human expressions, disregarding the facial rotation among human gestures. 
The majority of “dynamic capture methods” that develop three-dimensional 
Morphable Models could be characterized as stationary, concentrated in gaining 
specific forms instead of maximum acts. The time when area commences to 
consolidate timeless data in some forms, the demand regarding “dynamic capture 
methods” can increase. Active structures are judged, as geometric according to 
“Zhang et al. (2004)” as well as photometric in accordance with “Wilson et al. 
(2010)”. Nevertheless, passive approaches are the tools of selection at present, as 
long as these have no requirement of multiplexing as well as are able to produce 
forms of great value along with information of reflection as impose by “Gotardo et 
al. (2018)”. One positive impact emerging from these tools can be their frequent 
offer for forms which have already been in assignment, the elimination of  the need 
to determine assignment in a post-managing stage and creating them appealing 
solutions. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Photography has been around for many years and the developments in 
digital media over the last 20 years have made digital data easily available and cheap. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that there has been so much research on face analysis 
using 2D. However, there are limiting factors with 2D data including lighting 
conditions, pose variations and handling expressions. These lead to major changes 
in the image such that matching becomes extremely difficult.  
Because of the nature of 2D data it is understandable that most techniques 
concentrate on localizing landmarks which are mainly distinct by their texture. For 
example, landmarks around the eyes have been studied and localized successfully in 
2D. In particular, Gabor filters are approved to be useful in modeling the surface 
variability around eyes’ region. Other landmarks such as the mouth corners and the 
nostrils have also been detected with relative success. However, the nose tip which 
has a distinctive shape has not been the object of any studies in 2D. By using only 
texture cues a handful of landmarks can be detected from images. However, when 
this is combined with a location model a larger number of landmark locations can 
be estimated. The extra landmarks do not necessarily show strong texture 
characteristics but by constraining their relative locations, localizing can be 
successful. That can be the issue when utilizing ASM's as well as AAM's. Pose and 
lighting conditions continue to appear in the literature as unsolved problems. The 
performance of the systems deteriorates rapidly when in-plane rotations are 
applied. Several approaches have been attempted to compensate for lighting and 
pose variation. However, the results show that performance is reduced when using 
images taken under non-controlled conditions which suffer from the pose and 
lighting issues. 
According to “Markus A. de Jong et al. (2016)”, authors announced a new 
method for automatic three-dimensional facial landmarked by making a usage of 
two-dimensional Gabor wavelets. This methodology reflects face as a region and 
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manages outline ledges in obtaining two-dimensional characteristics of raw data. 
The characteristics that have been obtained consist of texture, relief map, and their 
transformations. For this reason, authors improve an already fixed 2D landmarking 
approach for instantaneous assessment from those data. The aforementioned 
approach is proven by executing landmarking trials on two data sets by applying 21 
landmarks and finally it compares the results with the implementation an active 
shape model. The error that produced from this method was 1.9 mm, on average, in 
contrast with the implementation of active shape model which resulted an error in 
landmarks about 2.3 mm. Another investigation examines the form of face heredity 
in relatives and concludes that automatic landmarking gives the same results as 
manual landmarking for several landmarks. Authors mentioned that this approach 
can be accomplished in 30 min for any dataset that constitutes any volume while 
permits both high-speed and vigorous three-dimensional facial landmarks. 
More specifically, Gabor-wavelet’s methodology is analyzed in good way 
while contains a benefit in working properly through a small number of training 
examples in contrast, for instance, through “Active Shape Models” (ASMs) where 
necessitate extremely high number from data in order to be trained into precise 
entry. Another essential issue can be an enhanced abundance of three-dimensional 
data in comparison of those of two-dimensional where have been manipulated for 
inserting three-dimensional updates in the entry model with common approach, for 
instance by describing it as 2D data. Modifying landmarking is necessary for the 
evaluation of numerous three-dimensional data modules regarding the effect on 
entry precision where the elasticity's evaluation of this methodology is defining. In 
addition, authors assess the performance regarding heritability and contrast the 
suggested algorithm to an ASM technique.  
As first action of this methodology can be an extraction from a “Region of 
Interest (ROI)” from front part of face. Then, three-dimensional dataset is modified 
into a 3D relief map by one display facial viewing. Afterwards, one two-dimensional 
image is produced from a 3D relief map. In addition, the above picture can be 
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submitted in two-dimensional landmarking technique by “Elastic Bunch Graph 
Matching (EBGM)” procedure.  At the end, by reversing the projection, the entered 
two-dimensional landmarks are displayed backwards to three-dimensional.  
Same author tried to incorporate three-dimensional facial landmarks of 
region scans in the research of “Markus A. de Jong et al. (2018)”. Three-dimensional 
facial landmarks of region scans stand as essential assessment stage for medical 
treatments like “Genome-wide Association Study” (GWAS). Landmarks that 
annotated manually can be frequently used through significant expense as well as 
dependent volatility. Therefore, landmarks that produced automatically through 
negligible training are required. The authors employ statistical ensemble techniques 
for enhancing three-dimensional facial landmarks of region scans. Basis procedures 
for landmarks applying structures obtained by three-dimensional area scans can be 
mixed by applying both by bagging and stacking. They emphasize train with the 
minimal sophistication of maximum forty tests for train via model that resulted from 
procedures of landmarks and are effective to these functions. Furthermore, they 
make a correlation relationship among landmark coordinates establishing an 
exploration scheme directed from “Principal Components” (PCs) from landmarks 
that trained. The outcome of bagging contains invaluable effect, whereas stacking 
clearly enhances error’s accuracy at 1.7 mm throughout every twenty-one spots 
which leads to an upgrading of 22% in contrast to an earlier procedure. Evaluating 
heritability in pairs, demonstrate enhancements as well when applying 
landmarking distance of faces. With regard to ensemble processes, the progress is 
completed automatically while precise three-dimensional facial landmarks of 
pictures through marginal testing can be beneficial to significant group of researches 
such as GWAS. In condition that landmarking requires modification or more 
information, properties fluctuate. 
Several landmarking approaches until now as “Milborrow, S. & Nicolls, F 
(2014])”, “de Jong M. A. et al. (2016)”, “Wiskott, L. et al (1997)” revealed 
encouraging outcomes for landmarking algorithm accuracy, a few deeply reliant on 
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heuristics such as “Guo, J., Mei, X. and Tang, K. (2013)” as well as “Liang, S. (2013)”. 
Even now, there is no certainty if powers of particular procedures can be 
harmonized. For instance,  if powers are merged for producing so far further precise 
information for landmarks. According to prior investigation, it has been 
demonstrated that various data transformations produce further information 
accessible to basic wavelet-based techniques. Nevertheless, authors mentioned two 
main disadvantages that they overcome with the current survey. First of all, in prior 
method, the performance is inadequately in regional landmarking containing small 
fundamental data like forehead’s and chin’s area. In addition, optimality was not 
adequate due to the selection of modifications that were used as an input for this 
algorithm consequently the methodology wasn’t systematically accepted at the 
maximum level. To confront this first issue, there was a notice of allocation in 
landmarks-spots among trained sample that might offer further data regarding 
barely fundamental landmarking figures. Applying PCA in the area of landmarks, 
the possibility to exploit this kind of information is provided, as employed by 
(ASMs) from “Cootes, T. F. et al. (1995}”. The second issue presents a challenge with 
regards to the model choice that takes for granted carefully chosen figures and 
modifications upon the different input information.  
The landmarking algorithm merges an amount of processes of landmarks in 
a single whole. As base landmarks procedure is considered any procedure which is 
able to offer a landmark spot of new input data. The prediction of the concluding 
landmarks according to the above-mentioned procedure is achieved by the averages 
or regression. In the aforementioned execution, every fundamental algorithm is 
pattern-based. One slight amount of these pictures can be labeled by hand according 
to the patterns obtained at the stage of the training. In the phase of preliminary 
process, two-dimensional views of three-dimensional area information are received. 
Three-dimensional data are preserved inside a heightmap which relates points into 
two-dimensional surface, creating a conversed procedure “one to one”. An amount 
of characteristics is  then produced through the merged two-dimensional 
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information which operates like a source  for this kind of procedures. The entire 
base processes can be established as per the “Gabor-wavelet” reactions. Many 
processes aim distinct characteristics while they operate similarly with “EBGM” 
process through regional exploration approaches. A methodology of large-scale 
exploration approach centered on “PCs” can be included in total. Landmark 
examination concerning base procedures can be prepared in the average of sample’s 
amount. 
According to Xin Fan et. al. [2016], 3D facial orientation usually necessitates 
the precise approximation of facial landmarks. Plenty of current landmark 
recognition techniques make use of geometry classification while in other cases they 
apply regression techniques executed to vary pictures. One technique merging 
three-dimensional geometry knowledge as well as two-dimensional surface is 
hardly ever examined. During the aforementioned investigation, authors suggest 
one unique three-dimensional landmarking of face tracing process, established to 
conformal geometric plotting which is able to turn one three-dimensional model 
into two-dimensional by utilizing mutually geometry as well as surface knowledge. 
Subsequently, procedure that applies two layers regression, it can enhance 
constancy from landmark detection into two-dimensional geometry pictures. The 
aforementioned procedure is impermeable to present modifications and vigorous 
with regard to alterations in expression. The evaluation of the proposed method is 
based on widely accessible data while validate in what way usage from two-
dimensional regression techniques improves strength as well as three-dimensional 
accuracy of  face landmarking location.  
As a fundamental step can be considered the “Facial landmark detection” 
(FLD), as “Z.-H. Feng et al. (2015)” mentioned, in lots of automatic face analysis 
schemes in order to create connection among three-dimensional faces through 
diverse angles, posing as well as emotions. “FLD” systems is separated to couple 
parties: procedures through characteristic recognition while the other one focus on 
statistical “Point Distribution Model (PDM)” as examined by “M. Song et al. (2014)”. 
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Regarding procedures that focus on the recognition of characteristics, regional 
curvatures like “Gaussian curvatures” as well as form indicator, as imposed by “P.J 
Besl et al. (1988)” and “C. Dorai et al. (1997)” respectively, are initially applied to 
identify considerable features (“H. Dibeklioglu et al. (2008)” and “X. Lu (2006)”). 
However, plenty techniques are able to identify just some consistent vertices 
including harsh curvature fluctuations from information of face like nose and chin 
as well as eye and mouth angles. Nevertheless, several appliances use similar facial 
animation as well as parameterization. The above-mentioned landmarking spots are 
placed on the forehead as well as on cheeks and many more particular spots. 
Therefore, a few other curvature-based techniques have been recommended as well 
to identify more landmarks propose by “S. Berretti et al. (2011)” with the accordance 
of “S. Jahanbin et al. (2011)”. However, these methodologies necessitate three-
dimensional patterns that are unevenly lined up to a front side picture as well as 
every spin of three-dimensional patterns is able to disturb face landmarking 
recognition outcomes.  
Likewise, techniques focus on “PDM” are able to identify also many 
landmarks, for instance “ASM” as well as “Active Appearance Model” (AAM), 
according to “G.J. Edwards et al. (2008)”. Nevertheless, on condition that three-
dimensional information of face isn’t lined up to an equivalent path, outcomes of 
aforementioned landmarks are able to imprecise as examined by “C. Qu et al. 
(2014)”. Consequently, certain procedures betake to training the data from various 
observations to enhance the strength in subjective postures. Additionally, many 
current techniques apply just only two-dimensional and three-dimensional data in 
landmarking recognition. They ignore particular knowledge of characteristics on 
another facial angle that can produce many precise outcomes. On the other hand, 
some procedures take equally 2D and 3D information into account such as “Perakis 
et al. (2014)”, whereas three-dimensional geometry data as well as two-dimensional 
surface can be handled individually while simply findings can be merged, so 
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matching among three-dimensional geometry and two-dimensional surface can be 
gone. 
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III. MODELING 
The concept of this chapter is the modeling of 3DMM regarding the 
fluctuations of digitized 3D human faces. More specifically, the most commonly 
forms of variations are the following three. First of all, geometric variations 
throughout dissimilar identities that depicted in a shape model. Frequently applied 
models consist of global models, which signify fluctuations of the whole facial area 
as well as regional patterns that characterize fluctuations from sections of the face. 
Secondly, geometric fluctuations among various emotions of face can be depicted 
into a pattern of expression. Regularly employed patterns are primarily categorized 
to additive as well as multiplicative patterns. Newly, expression patterns that does 
not contain linearity, began to be investigated. Thirdly, fluctuation into appearance 
as well as lightening ca be depicted into one distinct appearance pattern. A 
noteworthy fact is that the landmark investigation on 3DMMs, according to “Blanz 
and Vetter (1999)”, recommended 1st  patterns including 3 kinds of fluctuation 
which can generally be applied even nowadays.  
In order to figure form, emotions, as well as appearance patterns, statistically 
tests can be executed throughout a facial information of a databank. Usually three-
dimensional facial scanners can be employed while further newly methods realize 
facial patterns straightly derived by two-dimensional pictures as well. The 
aforementioned calculation of statistics necessitates correspondence information.  
This information is structurally corresponding sections of the faces necessary to be 
compared, and consequently recognized as explicitly or implicitly.  The most well-
known method refers to calculate matching information explicitly ahead of 
processing three-dimensional Morphable Models. Various latest procedures 
calculate matching data instantly while a three-dimensional Morphable Model can 
be created.  3DMMs are reproductive models and a key feature is the ability to 
compose novel faces. 
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Shape models 
This chapter refers to modeling geometric variation throughout various 
subjects processed by applying classical modelling methods that make use of 3D 
data. In order to make use of three-dimensional images like samples-train, it is 
necessary to measure a distance among every couple of images while calculating one 
space among raw images containing many non-structured vertices. Frequently, the 
procedure contains a pre-processing step of the dataset by distorting a pattern mesh 
in every image. This mesh creates anatomical matching among images’ spots. The 
region for the previous treated mesh is denoted as an “S”. As “i-th” vertex from the 
area “S” can be represented as vi ∈ R3, and its correlated vector c ∈ R3n includes the 
coordinates of vi through constant order. Every mesh is a part of similar 
triangulation. As “i-th” triangle ca be signified like ti = (ti1, ti2, ti3) ∈ {1,…,n}3 ,where 
ti1 , ti2 , ti3 offer indices to related vertices 𝑣𝑡𝑖
1 , 𝑣𝑡𝑖
2 , 𝑣𝑡𝑖
3 and the complete triangulation 
is known by T = (t1, . . . , tm). The distances between shapes S1 and S2 are calculated 
the same as difference between c1 and c2 when strictly affiliating S1 and S2 in R3. 
According to “Dryden and Mardia (2002)”, 3DMMs usually go along with 
the characterized shape “S” while including geometrical data persisting following 
deleted variations that produced from interpretation, spin as well as an evenly scale. 
Though scaling cannot be  normally eradicated for people’s faces, which can be 
frequently performed for geometrical morphometrics. As one “shape-space” can be 
defined a set including every configuration of “n” vertex defined into R3 along 
through determined connectivity. Due to the fact that the main interest is to model 
people’s faces simply by using three-dimensional Morphable Models, “shape-space” 
expression belongs into a boundary space, containing d-dimensions, which signifies 
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feasible three-dimensional people’s face, while d << n. As a result, for every single 
3D face there is a related parameter vector w ∈ Rd . 
 Regarding three-dimensional Morphable Models, statistical study for 
forming can be employed like a generative pattern. Therefore, “shape-space” obtains 
a related probability distribution which can be known as “prior” while can be 
characterized from density-function “f (w)”. This probability distribution calculates 
likelihood where a pragmatic facial three-dimensional is signified from one certain 
vector “w”  inside “shape-space”. In conjunction through small mishandling from 
notation, the interpretation of “c” can be a creator function as bellow: 
c : Rd → R3n  (1) 
This expression determines small level of dimensions in vector “w”  into a vector 
from every vertex coordinate “c(w) ∈ R3n”. The use of vi(w) ∈ R3 is referred to the i-
th mesh’s vertex offered from “w”. Whilst pattern’s analysis- which consist of the 
total vertices- can be normally determined, gradual mesh display centered into edge 
breakdown oversimplification for the creator function was examined by “Patel and 
Smith (2011)”. 
That component reflects an issue in which every face from the trained 
information contains an almost identical (usually neutral) expression. Considering 
the study of “Brunton et al. (2014b)”, the interest discerns global models which 
shape a whole facial area as well as head region derived of regional patterns where 
they can present statistics throughout established parts. 
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Global Patterns 
As {Si }i signify trained forms whereas {ci}i signify for the related coordinate 
vectors. An original investigation of “Blanz and Vetter (1999)”  on 3DMMs 
suggested one worldwide form pattern which utilizes “PCA” for the following 
calculating linear creator function: 
 c(𝐰) = 𝑐̅  + E 𝐰,   (2) 
while 𝑐̅  can be mean calculated across trained figures, “E” ∈ R3nXd  defines a matrix 
which includes “d ” highly leading eigenvectors including in covariance matrix 
calculated throughout form differences {𝑐𝑖  −  𝑐̅ }𝑖 as well as “w” implies not high 
dimension’s form of parameter vector. A main assumption in the aforementioned 
pattern can be trained images which are able in linearity and the can be introduced 
for producing new three-dimensional poses. One other assumption of three-
dimensional faces is the pursuing of “Multivariate Normal Distribution” that is 
straightforwardly inferred of eigenvalues relating with E. The above-mentioned fact 
suggests density function  f(w) to be basically Mahalanobis distance of w to its origin 
by estimating the likelihood from parametric display w into form area. 
Three-dimensional Morphable Models was initially calculated throughout 
200 objects while was demonstrated in being valuable through range of purposes. 
This can be achieved due to the ability in producing reasonable forms as well as the 
straightforward fundamental pattern. One latest survey reconstructs this type of 
pattern of huge dataset including 9,663 three-dimensional images while repeats 
most excellent procedures of “Booth et al. (2016)”, proving an initially 
recommended creator function in forming while staying on extremely related study 
for scientific field.  
A main remark of “Blanz and Vetter (1999)” can be a shifting depiction of 
vector w elsewhere of mean that could lead to facial enhancement of individuality 
resulting finally to distortions in uniqueness. For shaping distinguishing 
characteristics of face, “Patel and Smith (2016)” recommend one alternate density 
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function, according to subsequent examination. Let examine Mahalanobis distances 
in square by mean into a class by vectors with d-dimensions and go by  “Multivariate 
Gaussian-Distribution”. The above-mentioned spaces shape one 𝜒𝑑
2-distribution, 
that contains anticipated quantity of d. Therefore, for maintaining form uniqueness 
associated with individuality, “Patel and Smith” limit display w applying 
Mahalanobis distance √𝑑 by mean. According to “Lewis et al. (2014)”, researchers 
recommend an analogous claim demonstrating that while faces follow Gaussian 
distribution, where is demonstrated in “Basel” information by the “Kolmogorov 
Smirnoff “test in shaping in which borderline distribution of form can be near into 
a Gaussian as imposed by “Egger et al. (2016b)”, techniques which create hypothesis 
of regular poses situated close to mean contain no validity.  
Newly, according to “Lüthi et al. (2018)”, authors recommended one shape-
space without linearity which creates distortions by mean likewise Gaussian 
procedures. 
 
Appearance models 
In this segment, there is a description of methods for shaping the facial 
appearance, in which it is occurred a discrimination concerning linear and 
nonlinear models. Albedo and illumination affect the appearance of a face. 
Nevertheless, the majority of three-dimensional Morphable Models don’t entirely 
split those issues, as a result several times brightness can be burned in albedo. 
Therefore, this is an issue statistically obtaining the data appearance shaping. A very 
ordinary method in developing a pattern of appearance can be in generating 
statistics on appearance information by trained forms, in which the above-
mentioned data can be generally signified on conditions of per-vertex rates as well 
as surface into ultraviolet-space. 
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Linear per-vertex shapes 
Normally, color figures can be patterned in subspace of small level of 
dimensions which clarifies color fluctuations. The aforementioned fact indicates in 
a similar pattern into a shape pattern of linearity as it follows: 
d(𝐰𝐭 )  =  ?̅?  + 𝐸𝑡𝐰𝐭 , (3) 
where, ?̅? and Et allocates an equal quantity of rows like 𝑐̅ as well as E whereas wt 
stands as a parameter vector from a surface of small level of dimensions.  
According to “Booth et al. (2017)” as well as “Booth et al. (2018b)”, in order 
to learn a per-vertex appearance model from views, authors introduced a convex 
matrix factorization formulation centered on back-projection, on condition three-
dimensional geometry of the face in the view can be identified. This particularly 
appearance model is created by applying features calculated from the images but not 
by employing directly the color images. The benefits of this procedure are that the 
features might be unchanged to illumination adjustments and that they rely on a 
regional area as well which could expand the range of convergence. In an analogous 
way, “Wang et al. (2008)” create one pattern that contains linearity based on sphere-
shaped harmonious foundations. The aforementioned mutually patterns’ surface 
and fine-scale shape, like appearance by brightness, are able to in being produced 
like a function by basis with linearity. 
 
Linearity in texture-space patterns 
One main drawback by per-vertex patterns can be the compatibility 
regarding the resolution among form as well as appearance virtualization. That can 
be quite unusual because normally small level of analysis in geometrical pattern is 
operated in combination with a high resolution 2D texture map. Some other 
advantages of working with a 2D texture are the likelihood of applying image 
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processing methods to change the texture maps. Considering this fact, the 
aforementioned representation is receptive as well can be handled of 
“Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)”. 
Regarding the built of linear appearance models based in texture space, Blanz 
and Vetter [1999] in their investigation, originally utilized depictions focus on 
texture while demonstrating faces cylindrically. In subsequent studies, depictions 
focus on texture have been utilized in augmented details texture such as wrinkles 
according to “Pascal (2010)”, otherwise as imposed by “Pierrard (2008)” in 
intersecting skin as well as identifying moles. As imposed by “Cosker et al. (2011)”, 
authors create fluctuation in appearance through ultraviolet area centered on series 
of pictures of faces captured by various projections. The observations of dynamic 
series can be in line up and they are built on one process without solidness, therefore 
color fluctuation is able in being patterned by utilizing a linear subspace template 
based on PCA. In one other study, “Dai et al. (2017)” make usage of an ultraviolet 
area appearance display as well and can be specified in whole head. According to 
“Huber et al. (2016)”, researchers utilize per-vertex appearance fluctuation pattern 
thorough PCA. However, they determine a familiar uv-mapping as well, therefore 
the model is able in being textured established on provided pictures. “Moschoglou 
et al. (2018)” configure one vigorous matrix factorization issue with the purpose to 
understand assigned ultraviolet displays of faces through one compilation of trained 
textures. An investigation into  an impact by various ultraviolet area sticks in texture 
which have been introduced according to “Booth and Zafeiriou (2014)”. 
 
Nonlinear models 
Conventionally, appearance of faces can be shaped like one subspace with 
linearity, which most of the times a Gaussian distribution is assumed. Nevertheless, 
“Egger et al. (2016a)” has demonstrated empirically that the Gaussian hypothesis 
cannot be incredibly precise as well as might result into a partial optimal pattern. 
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Therefore, researchers recommended in substituting this pattern that follows a 
Principal Component Analysis by a “Copula Component Analysis” as introduced by 
“Han and Liu (2012)”. Consequently, the main concept has been expanded in 
communally pattern of form faces, surface as well as characteristics by “Egger et al. 
(2016b)”. In the study of “Alotaibi and Smith (2017)”, authors make usage of remark 
where the paint of skin shapes a manifold without linearity into RGB interval, 
nearly covered with paint of pigment’s melanin as well as hemoglobin. Authors flip 
side render displays from those parameters, subsequently , in the parameter space, 
they create a linear statistical model. The result of biophysical three-dimensional 
Morphable Model is ensured to generate reasonable skin paints. Further to 
worldwide appearance of face patterns, methods can be existed assuming patterns 
of regional skin fluctuations as well. In a particular paradigm, “Dessein et al. (2015)” 
apply one texture pattern that was built with slight overlying patches which can be 
removed by facial databases. In addition to this fact, “Schneider et al. (2018)” 
introduced one stochastic model which can be capable in synthesizing freckles. 
Lately, various methodologies in appearance models focus into deep learning 
are recommended, in which plenty of these approaches are created as well in an 
analysis-by-synthesis framework. Briefly the major notions of this framework are 
the growth of deep learning techniques enabled to realize per-vertex appearance 
patterns right away of pictures, according to “Tewari et al. (2018)”. Author realize 
per-vertex albedo pattern displacements as a result in improving generalization 
capability from a current pattern that uses Principal Component Analysis. Likewise, 
“Tewari et al. (2019)” discover one per-vertex albedo template according to video 
information. “Zhou et al. (2019)” test one decoder of meshes which mutually forms 
surface as well as structure into a per-vertex basis. Nevertheless, this model depends 
on the accessibility from three-dimensional form as well as appearance information. 
Numerous deep learning methods can be existed which as well examine an 
appearance pattern focus on surface. Devoid of necessity from three-dimensional 
figures, “Tran and Liu (2018a)” find out an appearance of faces pattern, without 
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linearity, signified in ultraviolet area built into Convolutional Neural Networks, but 
it doesn’t clearly examine illumination. On a later study, researchers examined one 
further detailed pattern in which albedo as well as illumination are individually 
shaped as imposed by “Tran et al. (2019)” and “Tran and Liu (2018b)”. 
 
Joint form and appearance models 
According to “Blanz and Vetter (1999)”, they initially suggested creating 
split, separate models for shape and texture. It is of great interest, two-dimensional 
“Active Appearance Model” (AAM), as imposed by “Cootes et al. (1998)”, has been 
initially recommended through mixed form as well as appearance pattern. A main 
benefit from this mutual pattern can be correlations among form and texture which 
are able to in being studied and developed like one constraint throughout matching 
through less parameters. In antipode, individual patterns can be adaptable. 
Subsequently, shape as well as texture parameters may being adjustable 
individually, and consecutive processes are capable of fitting the two models 
separately. Nevertheless, 3DMMs that equally form shape and texture are 
consequently judged. A “Schumacher and Blanz (2015)” introduced, they apply a 
canonic correlation analysis in researching form as well as surface correlations in 
addition to correlations among facial parts as well. According to “Egger et al. 
(2016a)”, authors utilize CCA which is able to examine various ranges from form as 
well as texture information. In another research, “Zhou et al. (2019)” suggest one 
deep convolutional painted mesh autoencoder which realizes commonly patterns 
without linearity from form and texture. 
 
Correspondence 
An aforementioned examined pattern usually necessitates information 
through “point to point” correspondence among every form. Registration is a 
method referred in forming like dense correspondence among images. 
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Plenty methods occur to confirm “point to point” correspondence into 
typical categories by subjects, still the facial area of deformities can be firmly 
limited. Frequently applied facial entry techniques stick to the notion by disfiguring 
one pattern mesh in every image inside datasets. The above-mentioned entry 
method normally begins through hard lining up (frequently utilizing thin 
correspondence) as well as directs into dense correspondences at final stage. 
 
Sparse correspondence calculation 
A number of techniques occur to create a thin correspondence meant for a 
set from three-dimensional images in forecasting landmarks, such as one universal 
class of prominent spots, for every image. The aforementioned sparse 
correspondence subsequently operates like an automated initializing technique in 
dense correspondence approaches.  
Many procedures utilize regional descriptors even a them as well as 
connectivity data among descriptors into forecast obvious spots. Although localized 
landmarks through scans can be extensively studied, as imposed by “Bulat and 
Tzimiropoulos (2017)”, the main emphasis can be in techniques which determine 
sparse correspondence among three-dimensional pictures.  
Current procedures apply patterns from various geometrical descriptors. 
According to “Passalis et al. (2011)”, authors make usage of form index as well as 
rotation picture characteristics. “Berretti et al. (2011)” apply convexity in addition 
to “Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)” attributes. In addition, “Creusot et al. 
(2013)” examine mixtures in regional attributes like Gaussian curvature as well as 
mean. Authors discover how the abovementioned descriptors distributed 
statistically through every landmark.  
Moreover, current techniques apply geometrical interactions or interactions 
among landmarks as well as geometrical characteristic descriptors. According to 
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“Guo et al. (2013)”, researchers design a scan into a picture while they forecast 
landmarking through two-dimensional Principal Component Analysis template as 
well as geometrical interactions by extra surface restrictions. A study of “Salazar et 
al. (2014)”, in the same way as “Creusot et al. (2013)”, discover how the 
abovementioned descriptors distributed statistically of regional texture through 
supplementary “Markov network” into further examination relationships among 
landmarks. In another research, “Bolkart and Wuhrer (2015a)” broaden the above-
mentioned study beyond into sequences while examining in addition chronological 
edges inside Markov’s grid. 
 
Dense Correspondence calculation 
Processes able to distort the pattern so as to create matching mainly vary in 
parameterization of the deformity. The current methodologies are classified based 
on the nature of scanning information that they usually capture. The discrimination 
is among static procedures, such as techniques which target in examining static 
three-dimensional scanning and dynamic procedures able to capture three-
dimensional sequence of movements. “Blanz and Vetter (1999)” utilized the 
“bootstrapping methodology” to repeatedly match a three-dimensional Morphable 
Model.  In their framework, they followed the process of scanning and refining the 
matching, drawing the pattern and scanning with a flow field and refining the 
model. “Blanz et al. (2003)” afterwards expanded the abovementioned methodology 
introducing the scanning of expression. “Amberg et al. (2008)” examined the 
scanning of expression using bent ICP3, whereas “Hutton et al.(2001)” produced a 
“thin plate spline” widely known as TPS mapmaking to distort every scanned 
surface, as well as introduced matching by close area’s examination. 
                                                          
3 ICP refers to “Iterative Closest Point” which is a process for minimization of difference among 
two clouds of spots. It is usually applied for reconstruction of two-dimensional to three-
dimensional surfaces of various scans. 
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“Passalis et al. (2011)” captured scanning from distorting a commented facial 
model. As studied by “Kakadiaris et al. (2005)”, ordinary three-dimensional facial 
patterns can be fragmented in various commended regions through resolving a 
differential equation of second order. In one other research, “Mpiperis et al. (2008)” 
primarily matched a subdivision surface to a scan given that the distortion of the 
basis mesh (such as the grid of the lowest possible level of subdivision) is driven 
from a spare landmark’s matching. Since the set of training is entered, authors 
configure the deformity of the base grid with a PCA template over the training 
information. “Salazar et al. (2014)” utilized a common term of a mixture shape form 
for matching the expression of scanning, supported from bent ICP to diligently 
match the scanning surface. “Gerig et al. (2018)” created solid association of the 
Gaussian method disfigurement form with a regionally ranging core. 
Numerous techniques occur to successively register sequences of motions. In 
the study of “Weise et al. (2009)”, they applied a uniqueness Principal Component 
Analysis model for entering a neutral scan and thus monitoring the sequences of 
motions through enhancing thin and dense visual flow between successive 
frameworks. “Fang et al. (2012)” and “Li et al. (2017)” prepared the amelioration 
through registration of the prior frame for the development of temporal 
information. “Fang et al. (2012)” employed an AFM4, whereas “Li et al. (2017) 
employed a bent ICP normalized by FLAME5. “Fernández Abrevaya et al. (2018)” 
utilized a “spatiotemporal technique” to capture the whole sequences of motions 
through processing the registration of whole sequences and clearly codifying 
temporal knowledge with a “Discrete Cosine Transform”. 
Additional customization without template was established on various 
procedures of registration. “Sun et al. (2010)” used a compact mapping to 
parameterize both meshes and create thick matching among planar planes causing 
                                                          
4 AFM stands for “Atomic Force Microscope”. 
5 FLAME: a program offered by Autodesk for machine learning purposes especially in computer 
vision and photogrammetry. 
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thin landmark association. “Ferrari et al. (2015)” intersected facial scanning to 
sections without overlapping, fractionated by geodesic curves among chosen 
landmark’s parts as well as constantly re-test every point. 
 
Jointly solving for correspondence and statistical model  
According to “Li et al. (2013)” and “Bouaziz et al. (2013)” mutually renovated 
human-particular blendshape patterns, whereas they followed sequences of motions 
into an actual-time methodology for the face’s simulation. In the context of their 
research, authors applied the pattern of “principal component analysis” which can 
conflate the human particular blendshapes and extra remedial base carriers.  
“Bouaziz et al. (2013)” contributed to the modification of remedial deformity parts.  
On the other hand, “Bolkart and Wuhrer (2015b)” and “Zhang et al. (2016b)” 
improved the relation in a set of information of various individuals in manifold 
expression following a group manner. “Bolkart and Wuhrer (2015b)” mutually 
reconsidered point-matching within the eye surface, paring an objective function 
down which is able to calculate the stability of a multi-line facial pattern. “Zhang 
et al. (2016b)” ameliorated maps of functionality throughout a whole set of 
information. 
 
Synthesis of novel model instances 
Three-dimensional Morphable Models are able to create three-dimensional 
facial surfaces which are realistic and dissimilar from the already detected 
information upon trainings. The synthesis is possible to be accomplished when 
modifying some coefficients in parameter space like the form. Ordinary procedures 
involve interpolation or extrapolation among coefficients of the samples. 
Additionally, this kind of model is able to be applied to straightly produce original 
three-dimensional facial surfaces through extracting random samples in parameter 
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space based on this previous distribution. By the model term, this sampling-process 
permits the synthesis and alteration of form, expression, or outlook of a static three-
dimensional facial surface. 
Synthesis’s results have been strongly applied in recreational domains. Thus, 
the formation of static three-dimensional facial surfaces particularly involves 
created facial caricatures when relocating the identity coefficient linearly from the 
mean according to “Blanz and Vetter (1999)”.  
As long as three-dimensional Morphable Models predetermine and 
dissociate expressional material, it’s quite simple to produce dynamic sequences 
through determining some coefficients of identity when altering the coefficients of 
countenance. Many researches try to compose dynamic three-dimensional facial 
videos of a stable identity incorporating three dimensional Morphable Models. They 
consist of operations composing four-dimensional videos from a static three-
dimensional mesh combined with semantic label data according to “Bolkart and 
Wuhrer (2015a)”, and from a static three-dimensional mesh and audio data 
according to “Cudeiro et al. (2019)”. 
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IV. IMAGE FORMATION 
 A three-dimensional Morphable Model offers the virtualization in facial 
geometry and appearance based on parameters. A crucial procedure for a model like 
the abovementioned is synthesis. Synthesis contains two main steps. Firstly, the 
process of creating one model example through sampling by parameter’s area and 
alternatively interacting with the parameters by hand. Secondly, the output of the 
produced model to a 2-dimensional picture through simulating the picture’s 
formation, a similar procedure such as a graphics-pipeline of a conventional PC. The 
methodology shapes one essential part of three dimensional Morphable Model 
centralized on facial examination as well. First of all, via conventional analysis-by-
synthesis and secondly via based-on pattern’s decoder contained by deep-learning 
architecture. In this part of analysis, the main emphasis is upon modeling the picture 
creation procedure. It has been taken into account the whole rendering literature; 
thus, the main consideration is referred to methods and models employed in three 
dimensional Morphable Models. 
 
Rendering and visibility 
Three dimensional Morphable Models fitting procedures diverge into their 
synthesis of one distinguished picture in the imaging-area (therefore a specific paint 
per pixel) and their performance in the object-area (therefore a specific paint per 
vertex and alternatively per triangle). This former analysis retains a benefit of being 
uncomplicated in encompassing such a kind of model that was created into a high-
resolution ultraviolet area.  In addition, its result is usually a normal pixel grid able 
of being transmitted to Convolutional Neural Networks. Procedures operating into 
object areas calculate the appearance-error. In this process, the peaks of the model 
are projected onto the picture and the picture intensities are obtained from the 
observable peaks. Visual range is able to get calculated into an object area and an 
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image area as well. In comparison of those two, image area is generally more 
efficient.  
The initial study of “Blanz and Vetter (1999)” was based on object area 
rendering where an only color is processed for every central part of a triangle with 
picture space z-buffering employed for test of visibility. Several consequent 
techniques functioned through the object area as. The typical process contains 
colors per peaks calculated by applying some reflection patterns together with per 
peak material normals. However, recently, such a procedure commenced to shift as 
soon as more contractual rasterization pipelines can be contained in three 
dimensional Morphable Models synthesis. Rasterization connects every single pixel 
(x, y) ∈ I, where I = {1, . . . ,w} × {1, . . . ,h}, with a triangle index or a Null value in 
case the pixel isn’t included by a triangle: 
rasterC,T,ws,we : I → {1, . . . ,m, Null}, (4) 
where ws , we are considered the parameters of shape and expression whereas T is 
the triangulation of the mesh accordingly. As long as it constitutes a distinct 
function, smoothness is absent as well as differentiability. Moreover, there is a 
computation of 3 weights regarding each singe pixel. These weights concern the 
peaks of rasterized triangle, such as: aC,T,ws,we, (x, y) ∈ R3 ≥ 0. The abovementioned 
weights depend upon the projected spots of peaks: 
𝑣𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐶,𝑇,𝑤𝑠,𝑤𝑒(𝑥,𝑦)
𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈  {1,2,3}, (5) 
Frequently, the aforementioned weights exist as barycentric coordinates of 
central part of pixels inside the triangle. The weights represent an orderly operation 
of the peak positions, therefore the figure and camera parameters as well. 
Consequently, rendering is different up to a rasterization’s shift, meaning that, 
when triangle index is related to every pixel doesn’t alter. “Tran and Liu (2018a)”, 
encompassed this contractual rasterization pipeline to an in-network differentiable 
renderer. 
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When gathering all parameters concerning camera, brightness, facial 
geometry as well as texture, then Θ = (C, L, ws ,we ,wt ), the rendered appearance 
can be written into subject area of vertex j as 𝐼𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
𝑥,𝑦 (𝛩). For a specific picture area 
rendering the model’s appearance is denoted at pixel (x, y) by 𝐼𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
𝑥,𝑦 (𝛩). In the 
humblest occasion, their picture area rendering can be calculated immediately 
through subject area rendering applying Gouraud interpolation shading: 
𝐼𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
𝑥,𝑦 (𝛩)  = 𝑎𝐶,𝑇,𝑤𝑠,𝑤𝑒(𝑥, 𝑦)
𝑇  
[
 
 
 
 𝐼𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
𝑡𝑗
1
(𝛩)
𝐼𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
𝑡𝑗
2
(𝛩)
𝐼𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙
𝑡𝑗
3
(𝛩)]
 
 
 
 
, (5) 
where j =  𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐶,𝑇,𝑤𝑠,𝑤𝑒(𝑥, 𝑦). More rasterization schemes might be more 
complicated. At This Point, peak normals and paints can be rasterized as well as 
interposed, so reflectance computations can be accomplished into picture area. 
 It is noteworthy to mention that surpassing the non-differentiable sort of 
rasterization remains still unclear issue. According to “Hiroharu Kato and Harada 
(2018)”, authors pose a nearly differentiable renderer built through the process of 
rasterization. In another investigation, “Liu et al. (2019a)” recommend rasterization 
process where triangles create smooth, therefore differentiable, impact upon the 
picture. In an optimistic methodology, differentiable rendering utilizing pipelines 
proposing differentiable path tracing was also studied by “Li et al. (2018)”. 
In recent times, the specific fixed models utilized in common rendering can 
be constantly both enhanced and substituted through learning mechanisms, known 
as neural rendering. One study that confirms this is the one by “Kim et al. (2018)”. 
In their framework, the authors compile an image in the image grid that converts 
low-quality three-dimensional Morphable Models into a photorealistic video frame. 
 
Analysis through a procedure of synthesis 
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Three dimensional Morphable Models were commonly utilized in the 
reformation of images. Reconstructing three-dimensional facial surface of a noticed 
image includes assessing the Three-dimensional Morphable Models factors. An 
antithesis in the process of images’ synthesis contained in prior part of the analysis 
is underlined in this point. 
Analysis through a procedure of synthesis implies an optimization-level 
challenges which resolves them in reducing the distance among a detected picture 
as well as a synthesis of a projected three-dimensional facial surface. The 
optimization’s issue is undoubtedly unclear and with many uncertainties. Hence, is 
constitutes an extensively examined question, with a variety of answers discovering 
various input modalities, energy functions, and optimization strategies. 
Analysis through a procedure of synthesis is newly utilized as a blend of 
learning-architectures in an attempt to reform learning-concentrated 
methodologies.  
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V. Method and Experiments 
 
The chapter below experiments various methods on three-dimensional 
landmark localization. To this end, a dataset of 3D faces will be used for training 
and testing. I will present qualitative as well as quantitative results that indicate that 
my method  improves quality of automatic process of 3D localization  and can be 
used in combination with existed algorithms. 
Dataset 
The dataset where I conducted the experiments consists of  100 people 
mimicking 6 basic expressions such as Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happiness, Sadness and 
Surprise as shown in Fig.3. The dataset consists of 700 meshes in total (6 basic 
expressions and one neutral). This dataset is a subset of a bigger dataset that contains 
approximately 5,000 individuals captured while performing a list of expressions 
through a particular exhibition into Science Museum, in London, for four months 
period by a group of people of IBug Group. A 3dMDTM facial capture procedure 
has been utilized, producing a three-dimensional triangular surface for every object 
formed of nearly 60,000 vertices merged to almost 120,000 triangles, alongside 
through a high-level of resolution texture map. Each of the 5,000 objects also offered 
metadata regarding themselves, involving gender, age as well as ethnicity. This 
specific dataset includes a broad diversity of age, gender and ethnicity. 
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Figure 3: The basic 6 expressions 
 
Preprocessing 
To be able to use the dataset, some preprocessing steps are required. One of 
the most important steps is to create the ground truth landmarks for our dataset.  To 
do this, I set up a landmarker server using the publicly available Landmarker server 
of Menpo Project Alabort-i-Medina (2014, November).  In addition, I choose to use 
the 68 facial landmarks as in  Figure 5. In Figure 6 we can observe the use of 
landmark tool into a face with texture and without texture. 
 
 Figure 5: The 68-points mark-up used for our annotations. 
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 Figure 6: Landmarking a 3D Face 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Method 
 
Methods to compare 
My method will improve the 3D localization process of methods that are 
based on the texture of the shapes. One approach is to apply a face detection and 
alignment framework proposed by “Zhang et al. (2016)” on the 2D texture image  
and establish a class of 68 thin annotations (landmarks) into 2D space. Exploiting 
correspondence between the texture image and the 3D mesh, we get the 
corresponding 3D positions of the landmarks. This approach which is very common 
on 3D localization doesn’t consider the 3D statistics. I propose to leverage the 3D 
statistics by learning a 3D personal and expression agnostic linear model. I  will first 
describe the proposed model and then I will show how it was built using the training 
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set. Finally, I will illustrate how my approach improves the performance of  the 
other method. 
 
3D personal and expression agnostic linear model  
For creating a spatial shape model, we make usage of our training set of  
landmarks. In our case, since the data are in 3D space,  the humblest as well as 
further uncomplicated technique for representing the i-th landmark by a three-
dimensional form can be a vector of  its  Cartesian  coordinates  in  real  domain  as  
li = [x, y ,z]T. This form  vector  is  subsequently  reclaimed  by  a concatenation  of 
vectors  from  every 68 landmarks  on  a  particular  vector  like s = [lT1,...,lT68]T= [x1, 
y1, z1,...,x68, y68, z68]T, xi, yi, zi ∈R. Therefore,  forming area is  specified  within  the  
real  plane is signified  as S⊂R3x68. It is worth mentioned that  the aforementioned  
method  can be  implemented from a large number of deformable patterns through 
computer vision literature as mentioned by “Papaioannou (2017)”. Each shape 
vector  was then aligned to a predefined template of landmarks using Procrustes 
Analysis to remove scale, rotation and translation. At final stage of the above-
mentioned procedure, we contain a set of aligned landmarks. Then we applied a 
dimensionality reduction method as PCA. The outcome of PCA is a mean shape 𝒔 
and an orthogonal basis U which  encompasses the initial N eigenvectors containing 
greatest variance. Then, each shape is described like a linear combination of mean 
shape as well as eigenvectors like it follows:  
𝒔 = 𝑠  + 𝑼𝑝  , (6) 
 
 
I choose to  keep  the first 30 components of it. This linear model has 
captured the variance of each landmark and we can remove noise in the landmarks 
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by projecting a set of landmarks to this subspace and reprojecting back to the 
original space.  The new shapes are then: 
𝒔𝑛𝑒𝑤  =  𝑈
𝑇𝑈  𝒔𝑜𝑙𝑑, (7) 
Metrics 
Precision and absolute error will be used to evaluate the proposed approach.  
As Precision rate can be define a proportion from predicted landmarks inside a 
particular range from the ground truth landmarks, while absolute error refers to the 
Euclidean distance among forecasted landmark and ground truth. 
 
Experiments 
In the section that follows, I will present how my method can improve the 
3D localization of landmarks that is built it on the 2D images. 
Our dataset was split in a training set with 80 objects as well as a validation 
class of 20 subjects. I use the training set for creating a subspace of three-
dimensional landmarks. For a specified validation face, three-dimensional 
landmarks have been processed employing the proposed procedure as in “Zhang et 
al. (2016)” as it illustrated in Figure 7 and associated by the ground truth landmarks. 
Then, we recalculate these landmarks using the subspace that has been found from 
the training set. I compare both sets through ground truth landmarks. Landmark 
localization error can be calculated like a Euclidean distance among an annotated 
landmark and an expected landmark. We account the resulted mean as well as 
standard deviation of landmarking localization error per landmark measuring in 
millimeters as witnessed in Table 1 and Figure 3. 
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Figure 7. Landmarks predicted in 2D texture image 
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VI. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
Qualitative results 
Throughout this chapter, I  will introduce some qualitative outcomes. Figure 
8 shows landmarks in a subject in various expressions. The ground truth, the 
predicted with Zhang et al. [2016] joint method and the predicted with the proposed 
method landmarks can be signified as red, green as well as blue dots, respectively. 
As it is clearly witnessed in the Figure 8, our method improves the prediction of the 
landmarks especially in the case of inner region of face (mouth, eyes). However, we 
have to notice that our method does not improve the landmarks of the outer region 
of face (jaw and eyebrows). 
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Figure 8: Qualitative results in various expression. Red, green and blue dots denote 
the ground truth, the predicted by the initial method and the predicted by our 
method landmarks, respectively. 
 
Quantitative results 
Throughout this chapter, I  will display some quantitative outcomes. An 
absolute error will be used to evaluate the proposed approach.  Absolute error refers 
into Euclidean distance among predicted landmark and ground truth. Table 1 shows 
the mean Euclidean. 
LANDMARK Method1 
 
Our Method 
 Mean Std Mean Std 
Mouth 2.73 0.68 2.44 0.61 
Right Eyebrow 2.19 0.82 3.11 0.93 
Right Eye 3.84 1.93 2.64 0.66 
Left Eyebrow 2.41 0.74 3.18 1.08 
Left eye 3.87 2.33 2.06 0.93 
Nose 2.8 1.25 2.1 0.74 
Jaw 2.66 1.98 3.02 1.35 
Table 1: Mean error for region of face  
Figures 10-16 illustrate the errors in the 6 expressions: 
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VII.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 The aforementioned method of the above study shows an improvement in 
the quality of the automatic procedure of 3D localization based on the texture of the 
shapes and can be utilized in combination with existed algorithms. By learning a 3D 
identity and expression agnostic model I leveraged the 3D statistics that is not 
considered. This linear model captured the variance of every landmark and removed 
the noise in the landmarks. As a result, this suggested procedure improves 
prediction of the landmarks especially concerning the occasion of inner area of face 
like mouth, eyes as well as nose. On the other hand, joint method of “Zhang et al. 
(2016)” offers better results in outer region of face like jaws, eyebrows. This outcome 
may be improved if there were more data. 
 Regarding the future work, new approaches based on Deep Learning models 
might produce better results.   
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